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Abstract

The introduction of virtual learning environments has made new tools available that have the potential to support learner communication and interaction, thus aiding second language acquisition both from a psycholinguistic and a sociocultural point of view. This article focuses on the use of videoconferencing in the context of a larger exploratory study to find out how interaction was influenced by the affordances of the environment. Taking a mainly qualitative approach, the authors analysed the written and spoken interaction in recorded videoconferencing sessions, alongside examining some quantitative data to reveal participation patterns. Exploring language learning interaction in a synchronous online medium allows us to show how this is a process mediated by interaction with experts and peers as well as by the artefacts used (e.g., technology) and how learners use and combine multiple modes to make meaning. Our findings illustrate how an online videoconferencing environment with its multiple modalities can be used in language teaching, how teachers and learners adapt to the multimodal online environment and how new patterns of communication emerge in the process.
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1 Introduction

Communication plays a major role in language learning, and since the 1980s the concept of interaction has been used to explain second language acquisition both from a psycholinguistic and a sociocultural point of view (Ellis, 2003). Scholars following the psycholinguistic approach stress the importance of language input and of the ensuing interaction (between learners and other speakers or between learner and texts) for language development, focusing on the cognitive processes in the
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learner’s mind (e.g., Long and Robinson, 1998). Sociocultural theorists call attention to the lack of context that characterizes these views (e.g., Firth and Wagner, 1997; Hall, 1997) and argue that interaction does not happen in a vacuum but is mediated by a number of factors which go beyond the interlocutor’s input. In sociocultural theory, learning is perceived as a process that happens through mediation and is ‘inherently situated in social interaction, cultural, institutional, and historical context’ (Wertsch, 1991: 86). The approach in this article is a socio-interactionist one (Mondada and Pekarek Doehler, 2004: 461), which stresses that ‘learning is situated in learners’ social, and therefore profoundly interactional, practices’, and sees learning as the development of interactional resources (Brouwer and Wagner, 2004).

The project that this article is based on aimed at trialling and evaluating a number of new communication tools for language learning and teaching in order to increase interaction between learners at The Open University, a distance education institution in the UK. In 2005, the university adopted Moodle as the platform for its virtual learning environment (VLE), and a range of communication tools were introduced that have the potential to contribute to students’ experience of studying in a distance education setting as well as improving learning in their particular subject area.

This university-wide development coincided with the Department of Languages planning a new generation of courses, thus offering the possibility of not just bolting the VLE on to existing courses but actually designing courses with the VLE integrated into them and taking into account pedagogical considerations. This is particularly crucial for language learning and teaching where the medium of learning is often also the content (i.e., language). So the authors devised a five-week project – an intensive German course run fully online. The target audience were students who had completed one of the university’s mainstream distance learning courses at intermediate level (Common European Framework of Reference for languages, exit levels B1 or B2). Out of 472 students who were invited to participate in the free, non-credit-bearing and non-assessed course, 66 students expressed interest. After further details about the course and the evaluation tasks were sent out, a total number of 25 students enrolled in the course and they were divided into two groups taught by two teachers. Twenty of those students (13 females, 7 males) reached week five and completed the course.

To give students a maximum of flexibility and opportunities for synchronous speaking practice, the course combined asynchronous and synchronous tools. FlashMeeting, a videoconferencing system developed in-house\(^1\), was the main platform for interaction, offering scheduled tutorial sessions, and it was also used for optional additional meetings amongst learners. In addition, forum, wiki, blog, quiz, and survey activities were built into the course (for more information, see Stickler & Hampel, 2010).

The following tools were used to collect data:

- One pre-course questionnaire and one post-course questionnaire (each consisting of three parts)
- Moodle feedback forms that invited students to send in their impressions at three stages throughout the course
- FlashMeeting recordings (10 sessions)

---

\(^1\) see http://flashmeeting.open.ac.uk/home.html
Moodle activity logs
Interviews with individual students after the end of the course
A student focus group after the end of the course
A focus group with the two teachers and the course assistant after the end of the course.

For the purposes of this article we concentrate on the synchronous videoconferencing sessions, with the following aims:

- To analyse the interaction that goes on using the main modalities available in this environment (namely speaking and writing)
- To examine how this interaction is influenced by the affordances of the environment.

To achieve these aims, we analysed participation patterns, investigated functions and content of contributions and examined the interplay of spoken and written modes in online classroom discourse.

2 Multimodal computer-mediated communication and learning

Technological progress changes not only classroom practice but also research perspectives. This literature overview starts by examining the changes that using written CMC has on learner interaction before delineating research into the nature of communication in bimodal and multimodal language learning environments which include spoken communication.

For a number of years research has focused on communication and interaction in written online environments (both synchronous and asynchronous); these have been examined from cognitive as well as sociocultural perspectives. While some researchers see the effects of the introduction of CMC in education mainly as an increase in active participation, others claim that computer mediation actually qualitatively changes communication (as well as our actions and minds). In his introduction to a special issue of Distance Education Wertsch (2002) takes some of the contributors to task for suggesting that CMC only has quantitative effects:

[I]t may be important to take into consideration the possibility that one cannot simply add asynchronous communication tools into an existing mix of social and psychological processes without changing them in fundamental, unintended ways and that this may be one of the most interesting aspects to consider in computer-mediated PBL [problem-based learning]. (op. cit.: 106)

Yet research does exist which highlights the qualitative changes that written CMC brings about compared to traditional classroom settings both within and without the languages context. This includes work done on interaction (Kreijns, Kirschner and Jochems, 2003), types of discourse (e.g., Lamy and Goodfellow, 1999; Weininger and Shield, 2003), and literacies (Lankshear, Gee, Knobel and Searle, 1997; Warschauer, 2000).

With technology moving on, there has been a shift in teaching towards using multimodal environments (Stockwell, 2007), including audio-conferencing as well as
desktop video-conferencing applications. However, there is a lack of research that examines the impact of this combined use of tools on interaction and analyses multimodal communication in an online language classroom. The applications available (e.g., Breeze, DimDim, Elluminate, FlashMeeting, Gong, NetMeeting, and Skype) are more or less sophisticated tools combining different modes – that is, ‘organized, regular means of representation and communication’ (Jewitt, 2004: 184) – such as spoken and written language, visual and graphic systems, spatial systems and body language.

Research on the use of text and audio for language learning includes Jepson’s (2005) SLA-oriented study which compares the patterns of repair moves in synchronous non-native speaker text chat rooms in comparison to voice chat rooms. His conclusion is that ‘interaction patterns sway – and are swayed by – the unique social activity of the electronic environment’ (op. cit.: 80). Other comparisons of interaction in face-to-face, telephone and computer mediated speaking environments have shown the influence of technological affordances on L2 communication, for example in the patterns of silence (Heins, Duensing, Stickler and Batstone, 2007; Stickler, Batstone, Duensing and Heins, 2007).

Because of easy and often free access to technology that combines text, audio and video, teachers are increasingly likely to use desktop videoconferencing environments. Some of the issues identified in earlier studies prevail (e.g., time lags, lack of lip synchronization, turn-taking – see Wang, 2004) while at the same time the new multimodal environments pose additional challenges. Wang, Chen and Levy (2010) tackle training for a multi-user virtual classroom that encompasses synchronous videoconferencing. Cunningham, Beers Fagersten and Holmsten (2010) focus on communication problems in a videoconferencing environment and identify compensatory strategies. In her study of FlashMeeting, Örnberg Berglund (2009) examines the quantity of communication and the quality of interaction. She concludes that while there were some examples of multimodal interaction, students’ ‘contributions often consisted of long monological turns’ (op. cit.: 202) and the multimodal tool did not equalize communication in terms of quantity.

There is a small but growing number of studies that focus on the interplay of modes in synchronous CMC. Blake (2005) reports on the benefits of using an application that combines sound and text chat for negotiating meaning and highlights the socio-affective benefits particularly for distance learning contexts. Another study shows how while watching online lectures via a webcast, learners were able to use both audio and text chat to communicate with their peers (Scheffel-Dunand, 2006). Ciekanski and Chanier’s (2008) study serves as an illustration of working with multiple modalities by combining them to make meaning and foster collaboration. In the context of an audiographic environment, they show the benefits of modality-switching, in this case between audio and text. ‘[T]he multimodal learning environment, due to its process-oriented and collaborative nature, helps learners focus more on the writing process than on the results of their writing. The integrated word processor affords a shared visible image of the writing process’ (op. cit.: 180). The writing process is thus ‘perceived as a complex and procedural activity and as a social event’ (op. cit.: 179). Finally, Kenning (2010) specifically looks at the different impact of using voice and text chat in two different environments, identifying a
number of factors that affect discourse patterns: the level of integration with other devices and tools; tutor privileges; the number and function of icons; and the type of transmission, that is, full versus half duplex (op. cit.: 17).

As multimodal perspectives in analyses of classroom discourse are still rare (Flewwitt et al., 2009), we were particularly interested in how learners as well as teachers would use different modes to make meaning.

3 Research methodology

Language learning is a process mediated in interaction with experts and peers as well as with the artefacts used – artefacts that include technology (Lantolf, 2000; Lamy and Hampel, 2007). To explore the interplay of different factors in the online language learning situation presented here, a predominantly qualitative approach – advocated, for example, by Debski and Levy (1999), Warschauer (2000) and Mercer, Littleton and Wegerif (2004) – was devised. However, before examining in more detail all ten FlashMeeting tutorial sessions we interrogated the quantitative data to gain some statistical insights into turn taking, speaking dominance, or participation in text chat activities. One session was selected as exemplar for the purposes of this article (see section 4). Where relevant, comments from interviews and focus groups were used to support conclusions drawn on the quantitative and qualitative tutorial analysis.

FlashMeeting (see Figure 1) is a desktop videoconferencing tool; at the time of the project it offered the following communication modes:

1. Linguistic: spoken and written
2. Visual: icons (vote buttons yes/no/?, emoticons), still images (on whiteboard), moving images (via webcam); and display/scrolling of text
3. Gestural: via webcam

Communication in FlashMeeting was influenced by the following functionalities that were specific to the tool:

- Audio: half duplex (i.e., only one person can speak at a time)
- Text chat: no private channels available
- Joint creation of text and images (whiteboard)
- Parallel use of audio, text chat and whiteboard possible
- Video images (via webcam): large picture of speaker (relatively fast refresh rate) and small thumbnail images of all participants (slow refresh rate)
- A choice of name list or thumbnail video images view of participants
- Joint web browsing
- Queuing system for turn-taking with automatic allocation of turn (i.e., audio channel opened automatically to the next speaker in the queue)
- ‘Interrupt’ button
- Automatic recording of sessions (allowing participants later re-viewing)

Because of the relatively slow refresh rate for multiple video images body language is not an effective communication tool in FlashMeeting beyond contributing at a socio-affective level. (There is some evidence for this in the interviews.) Vote buttons or emoticons to confer additional meaning were hardly used by students in our
Therefore verbal interaction via audio and text chat was chosen as the main focus of this study.

As a first step in the analysis, spoken interaction in all video sessions (five sessions per teacher, ten overall) was transcribed by the authors. These transcripts were combined with the parallel text chat log (synchronised by timestamps created by the software) and subsequently analysed. In the analysis we focused in more depth on the discourse functions of multimodal interactions. These functions are central for learning in all subjects, but they are particularly crucial in language learning where negotiation of meaning, that is, the modification of input (by using, for example, simpler grammar and vocabulary) and of interaction (by, for example, requesting clarification), has been shown to contribute to second language acquisition (Long, 1983; Varonis and Gass, 1985). We used the discourse functions which Sotillo (2000: 84) employed in her study of synchronous and asynchronous communication and which she defines ‘as categories of behavior in electronic discourse, such as requests, responses, apologies, greetings, complaints, and reprimands’. Although Sotillo’s research focuses on comparing text environments, her categories could be adapted to our purposes. When we started examining the data more systematically it became obvious that beyond these discourse functions relating to (1) social interaction and (2) on-task negotiating meaning, additional functions could be identified, namely (3) off-task conversations and (4) technical discussions.

The quantitative data presented in this paper relates to one tutorial session only and serves as an illustration of common usage patterns throughout the course.

Fig. 1. FlashMeeting screenshot
4 Speaking and chatting: participation patterns

FlashMeeting was deemed to be important for real-time communication and interaction in the course as well as keeping up student motivation and community building and it was used for weekly synchronous tutorial sessions with the two teachers Eva and Sylvia. Worksheets prepared students for each session which focused on speaking practice and a follow-up task prompted participants to reflect on their learning. Because FlashMeeting sessions are automatically recorded, students were able to use the replay of meetings for critical reflection or to catch up with the course when they had missed a tutorial session.

As a multimodal tool, FlashMeeting offers more than audio. The illustration in Figure 2 shows the detailed pattern of tool use in one particular session (Sylvia’s tutorial 4) – which is typical of all tutorial sessions led by the two teachers.

The participants are listed on the left in the order they logged in (teacher SY and 7 students) and the timeline (in 5-minute intervals) is given at the top. The diagram includes information on participants using the audio channel (called ‘broadcasting’ in FlashMeeting), text chat, emoticons, and other buttons. The top row combines the audio contributions of all participants (each of whom is identified by a particular colour), while the other rows represent each participant’s spoken and other contributions. So we can see that user 2, the teacher, spoke most and took turns very frequently, thus clearly dominating the meeting. The students contributed less frequently. In the post-course questionnaire one student remarked that the FlashMeeting sessions were ‘rather hard[...]. The meetings did not seem to inspire any of us to contribute freely.’ One of the teachers also commented on this: ‘I think that was more a thing of being still very much reliant on the tutor, in my own group anyway, that you’d interact a lot over email and then the FlashMeeting’. This reliance on the teacher is supported by similar studies on interaction in online audio-graphic conferencing (see Stickler et al., 2005).

Tutor dominance in terms of speaking and chat use was observed across all tutorial sessions. For session 4 a graphic representation can be seen in Figures 3 and 4 which give the proportion of audio and text chat contributions per person (shown by the angle of the pie segment) as well as the number of broadcasts and messages respectively (shown by the radius of the segment). After the teacher, the

![Fig. 2. Participation rates (teacher: Sylvia = SY)](image)
The next most active user was student Fr (Frida – all student names have been changed) who used the speaking function most amongst students and who broadcast 20% of the time of the meeting. Most students only spoke for an average of 5% of the time. It is interesting to note that while the teacher’s proportional contribution is similar in speech and in text chat, the students’ contributions in the spoken and the written medium differ – with Frida, for example, speaking more than chatting, and Caroline (C in the key) chatting more than speaking.

Table 1 shows the number of spoken turns in this tutorial session, together with the number of turns in the written text chat. It also gives additional information about silent turns, that is, students pressing the broadcasting button without actually speaking.

Thus the teacher took 77 turns to speak. Frida, the next most active user, took 22 turns to speak during this session, a considerable contribution. With her combined communication modes, Caroline achieved the third highest rate of turns taken in the tutorial session, after the teacher and Frida. However, because her audio was
working only intermittently during the first part of the meeting, her spoken contributions could not be heard by other participants and many of her turns were silent (where she continued to broadcast but no speech was audible). The low number of
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Table 1 *Number of turns per participant in tutorial 4*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Speaking turns</th>
<th>Silent turns</th>
<th>Text chat</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia (teacher)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frida</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorna</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
turns in Linda’s case can partly be explained by the fact that she joined late (see Figure 2). This, together with the fact that she had missed the previous tutorial session, may have resulted in a lack of confidence in speaking. She did not use text chat at all.

5 Discourse functions of multimodal conversations

In order to find out how students communicated with written and spoken language, what the audio and the text chat were used for and how the two modes interplayed, the quantitative analysis was followed by a qualitative examination of all ten tutorial sessions. If we look at the main discourse functions of the audio channel (the primary channel of communication in all ten FlashMeeting sessions) and the text chat (the secondary channel), the following ones appear across both modes:

- Social conversations (greetings and farewells)
- Management of technology
- Negotiating meaning (related to the task)
- Off-task conversations amongst students
- Teacher feedback

5.1 Social conversations (greetings and farewells)

So why do participants use audio in some instances, and text chat in others? The greetings may give us an example of why students and teachers choose text chat over audio: While the audio often served for greeting others and saying farewell to them, the text chat tended to be used more by and for students who came in late or who had to leave early and where a participant wanted to say hello or good-bye without disrupting the flow of spoken conversation. FlashMeeting does not allow more than one person to speak at a time and the refresh rate of the thumbnail video images is very slow. As a result, the video is far from ideal for making meaning through body language (e.g., waving) if one is not already speaking. To avoid interrupting the speaker with small but crucial discourse features such as saying hello or farewell, the text chat (alongside the voting buttons and emoticons) is a useful tool, and in both groups students and their teacher seemed to develop a routine for doing this.

5.2 Management of technology

While the audio was the main tool for discussing technical issues at the beginning of each tutorial (e.g., in the context of a sound check), the text chat was used as a less intrusive tool for managing the technology at other points in the tutorials. In some extreme cases, it was used as a back-up when the audio channel failed for individual students. Extract 1 shows Norman using the text chat to comment on the low audio volume of Linda while Caroline is talking about where she comes from.2

---

2 Please note that the text chat (indented and shown in bold) has been inserted into the audio transcript at the point where it appeared in the tutorial. [ … ] indicates that the transcript has
Extract 1: Management of technology

Linda: <inaudible>

Sylvia: Ah, das ist interessant [...]. Und Norman, kommen Sie aus dieser Gegend?

Ah, that's interesting [...]. And Norman, are you from that region?

Norman: [...] 

Sylvia: [...] Und Caroline, wie ist es bei Ihnen [...]?

And Caroline, how about you [...]?

Caroline: Ja, ich komme aus Essex in Südostengland, ich wohne noch in Essex, aber nicht in die reichen

Yes, I'm from Essex in south east England, I still live in Essex, but not in the rich

Norman: Linda, ich kann Sie kaum hören

Linda, I can hardly hear you

reichen Kaff, wo ich geboren war – uh, das war schlecht Deutsch. Also ich wohne jetzt in Great <inaudible> das ist Nord Nordost Essex, in der Nähe von Colchester.

rich place where I was born – uh, that was bad German. So, I now live in Great <inaudible> that is north northeast Essex, near Colchester.

5.3 Negotiating meaning (related to the task)

The visual representations of spoken participation in the FlashMeeting session (see Figures 1 and 3 above) have already shown the teacher dominance in this particular virtual classroom. So if we focus on the interaction in the audio recordings, it will not come as a surprise that patterns of communication can be observed that are often teacher-led and where the typical IRF pattern occurs, that is multiple series of initiation (teacher), response (student) and feedback (teacher). However, if we analyse the spoken interaction together with the text chat, a more complex picture emerges.

Let us first examine multimodal interactions that helped participants to negotiate meaning. The recordings show how the text chat was used in conjunction with the audio channel for the following purposes:

- To make assertions that contributed to the main spoken discussion
- To agree with what somebody had said
- To make requests for clarification/confirmation/explanation re vocabulary used in the audio
- To challenge what someone had said

The following examples (extracts 2–5) will illustrate these points. Extract 2 includes a student making a written assertion in the text chat.


(F'note continued)

been cut. The German extracts have been translated fairly literally; where English words were used in the original these are shown in single quotation marks in the translation.
Extract 2: Assertion

Sylvia: Stimmen Sie da zu, Norman? Denken Sie, Wikipedia ist auch ein bisschen Anarchie im Internet?

Do you agree, Norman? Do you think, Wikipedia represents a little anarchy in the internet?

Norman: Vielleicht, aber kann man auch nicht sagen, dass das Internet anarchistisch ist?

Perhaps, but couldn’t we also say that the internet is anarchic?


Yes, sure, for everybody can publish how he wants. [...] Is there a rule in Wikipedia? Is there protection, e.g., from terrorism even – Mary.

Mary: Ja, ich, in einer encyclopaedia man erwartet – expect

Yes, I, in an encyclopaedia you expect – ‘expect’

Frida: Anarchy ist ein positive wort für einige Leute die mit freie software arbeiten…

Anarchy is a positive word for some people who work with free software…

I mean – ein authority, das was es geschrieben ist mit ein bisschen authority ‘I mean’ – an ‘authority’, that things are written with a little ‘authority’

This extract shows the teacher (Sylvia) addressing Norman directly with a question about Wikipedia. He answers with another question, which Sylvia answers in turn. Then she moves to another aspect of the topic, the regulation of the internet, and asks Mary a question. Mary answers, and while she answers a text chat message appears, posted by Frida who also wants to make her point.

In extract 3 we can see how the text chat is used for requests, in this case for a vocabulary item.

Extract 3: Confirmation request

Norman: Ja, ich sch-stimme Mary zu – ist das richtig? Ich suche nach einem Wort. Kann man nichts nichts anstößig sagen?

Yes, I a-agree with Mary – is this correct? I am looking for a word. Is it not possible to say offensive?

Sylvia: Wie bitte?

Pardon?

Norman: Ich schreibe

I write

Sylvia: […]

Caroline: […]

Norman: anstößig – offensive?

offensive – ‘offensive’?

Sylvia: ja

yes
Norman is looking for a word to use in his agreement with Mary’s point. He uses the correct German word (‘anstoßig’) but – possibly because he is uncertain of its meaning or the correct pronunciation – says it in a way that Sylvia does not understand. So he resorts to text chat, announcing that he is going to write, and a few seconds later – while the conversation has moved on from the teacher to Caroline – the German word and the English equivalent appears with a question mark in the written chat. And in order not to interrupt Caroline’s speech, Sylvia types ‘yes’ into the text chat to give feedback to Norman.

Extract 4 shows how a student uses the text chat to agree with the spoken contribution of another student.

Extract 4: Response (agreement)


That is very difficult to say. In a traditional encyclopaedia something comes – hopefully it is not specialists who write, specialists? I don’t know it the word, someone who has studied something very deeply and therefore this may be a bit better than Wikipedia, […] but in Wikipedia – oh yes – in Wikipedia there is the opportunity for many specialists to to write – I mean

Frida: Ich stimme dir zu

I agree with you

‘contribute’, but I don’t the word, so, to write

In face-to-face communication this kind of agreement can be given through back-channelling (e.g., some affirmative noises) or body language (e.g., nodding). In FlashMeeting the half-duplex audio and the low video refresh rate prevent this and so Frida uses the text chat to react to Caroline’s point about the merits of Wikipedia which has many specialists contributing to it. The teachers similarly used the text chat to respond to students, signalling agreement (see extract 7).

In extract 5, the teacher (Eva) is being challenged by one of the students in her group.

Extract 5: Challenge

Eva: […] Ihr solltet also alle diese Woche, wer’s noch nicht gemacht hat, einen Blog selber kreieren […]. Und was ihr gesagt habt, […] dass wir versuchen, interessant zu schreiben […] Ist das okay für alle?
This week you are all supposed to create a blog if you haven’t already done so [...]. And what you mentioned, [...] that we try to write in an interesting way [...]. Is everybody OK with this?

Neill: Eva wann mann will mehr interessant schreiben vielleicht kommt mehr fehler?

Eva: if one writes in a more interesting way perhaps there are more mistakes?

Andy: Bitte habe ich das verstanden, wir werden einen Blog haben. Aber wann beginnt dieser Blog?

Eva: Also die Blogs kann man jederzeit machen. [...] Well, you can create the blogs any time. [...] 

Neill: Eva Was sollten wir machen—mehr interressant oder weniger fehler?

Eva: What are we supposed to do – more interesting or fewer mistakes?

Eva’s group has been discussing blogs and Eva reminds students towards the end of the tutorial session that they are supposed to create a blog if they have not already done so. She also summarizes the points that the group had collated about using a blog, which include writing in an interesting way and being polite. This is being challenged by Neill, who uses the text chat in order not to interrupt her. He may also have chosen the written format because it is less daunting to challenge what the teacher says in the text chat rather than in speaking. When Eva continues talking about the blog and answers the spoken query of another student rather than responding to his written question, he repeats his text chat message, this time phrasing it in a more direct manner and asking what they should do.

5.4 Off-task conversations amongst students

Students’ contributions consisted mainly of responses and enquiries; they did not initiate a new topic often – at least not in relation to the set course tasks. However, there were off-task conversations that usually occurred in the mode other than the one the teacher was using, that is, they took place mostly in the text chat. However, in Eva’s group students used the teacher’s speech pauses – which in the main occurred when she was typing in the text chat – for social conversations and technical peer support in the audio mode (see extract 6, where she takes almost three minutes to summarize some key points in the text chat).

Extract 6: Off-task conversation

Andy: Wilma, Sie sind laut und klar [...] 
Wilma, you are loud and clear [...] 
 [...] 
Wilma: [...] Vielleicht wäre es gut mal zu sehen 
 [...] Perhaps it would be good to see 
Differences blog/wiki: Objectivity, self-representation vs Information, access (wiki via the Wikipedia platform, blog less uniform), writing style and content, editing of texts 
similarities: both are accessible via the internet, links and photos, ec. are easily integratable, easy to update, both are not only written by academic specialists 
was die settings sind für Audio. Hast du das mal ge- nachgesehen? 

what the ‘settings’ are for audio. Have you had a look at that? 
Andy: Jawohl, das habe ich gesehen. Vielleicht ist es ein bisschen besser als bevor, aber nicht sehr gut. Wilma, sind Sie in Belge, in Belgium? 
Yes, I have seen it. Perhaps it is a little better than before, but not very good. Wilma, are you in Belgium, in 'Belgium'? 

5.5 Teacher feedback 

As the extracts above have already shown, the teachers also used the text chat. They did so to execute the following discourse functions in the context of giving written feedback: 

- To respond to a student’s spoken contribution
- To respond to a student’s query
- To recast or model language in writing
- To summarize the spoken discussion

Extracts 3 and 6 above have already shown how the teacher uses the text chat to give positive feedback and to provide students with a written summary. The latter was done regularly by Eva who may have felt that the text chat was a less ephemeral modality than the audio, allowing students to go back to what she had written. 

Extract 7 is an example of the teacher (Sylvia) responding to a student (Lorna) in the text chat. 

Extract 7: Response (agreement) 

Sylvia: [...] Haben die anderen hierzu bitte noch einen Kommentar? Was ist Ihre Meinung? [...]
Does anybody want to comment on this? What is your opinion? […]

_Lorna_: Ich habe es sehr interessant gefunden, dass jemand – ich glaube es war Megan – hat allgemein Tipps gegeben für eine Sprache zu lernen, und das war für mich sehr interessant.

_I have found it very interesting that somebody – I think it was Megan – gave general tips for learning a language, and I found that very interesting._

_Megan_: Ja, bei mir sollte

Yes, I think that

_Sylvia_: ja, super Idee!

_Yes, great idea!_

ein Blog – es sollte auf dem Schirm elegant und einfach aussehen, mit gute


_a blog – it should look elegant and simple on the screen, with good sign – signposting, is that signposting ‘signposting’? If there is a question, feedback will be immediately available._

_Sylvia_: Ja, genau, ich denke auch, das ist ganz wichtig, das Aussehen, es muss attraktiv aussehen. […]

_Yes, exactly, I think so too, this is very important, how it looks, it needs to be attractive. […]_

This shows a complex IRF pattern which combines teacher feedback in both the written and the spoken mode to two student contributions.

The last example, extract 8, shows how the teacher (Eva) uses the text chat to recast language and then models the use in the audio.

**Extract 8: Recast and modelling**

_Anita_: Und vielleicht auch uh, jede, uh entry, was ist entry? nicht zu lange sollte, als sondern es ist ein bisschen langweilig.

_And perhaps uh every uh ‘entry’, what is ‘entry’? shouldn’t be too long as but it is a little boring_

_Eva_: Eintrag = entry

_entry = ‘entry’_

_Eva_: Gut, also schoene kurze Einträge und keine langen Romane.

_So, nice short entries then and no long novels._

These examples illustrate how students and teachers succeeded in using the affordances of the technology for multimodal communication, by taking the tools and adapting their use to their purpose and to the context. We can see how the chat takes over some of the functions that back-channelling, paralinguistic cues or body language have in face-to-face contexts, thus compensating for the fact that Flash-Meeting does not have full-duplex audio, has a slow refresh rate and only a limited visual field. In this way the participants use the tools to interact at the task level (contributing to the language learning activities, co-constructing knowledge) and at
the socio-affective level (supporting one another, building relationships in the group), and they do so using multiple modalities.

6 Interplay of modes: complementation, compensation and competition

When we analyse the multimodal interactions in FlashMeeting, it becomes obvious that there were three ways in which the modes were combined: to complement each other, to compensate for shortcomings, or in competition with each other.

6.1 Complementation

Firstly, there were instances where the spoken and the written language complemented each other and where an input in one mode triggered a response in another. This includes those examples where a student used the text chat to make a written assertion, thus contributing to the discussion going on via the audio channel (extract 2), to make a request (extract 3), to respond to something that had been said (extract 4) or to challenge a contribution (extract 5). The teachers used this approach when they gave written feedback to student contributions (extracts 3 and 7), recast or modelled vocabulary (extract 8), summarized spoken contributions (extract 6) or gave links to websites related to the discussion. As can be seen in the latter two instances, the text chat proved to be useful as a more permanent record than audio. The other main reason for using text chat was the fact that students as well as teachers could contribute to the discussion without having to interrupt the speaker.

6.2 Compensation

Secondly, users compensated for an actual or perceived lack in one mode by using another – as Caroline did when she resorted to text chat because of audio problems. Also, as the refresh rate of the thumbnail video images was very slow and only the speaker’s facial expression and perhaps some body language could be used to make meaning, the text chat took over some of the functions that body language carries out in face-to-face contexts (through paralinguistic cues such as nodding or smiling). It also compensated for the lack of full-duplex audio which prevents the back-channelling that we use all the time as supportive moves in face-to-face conversations. In extracts 4 and 7, Frida and Sylvia can be seen to use it to show their agreement with what is being said explicitly.

The half-duplex mode and the turn-taking tool and queuing system also make the spoken conversation more formal and less spontaneous. As a result, it was sometimes difficult to complete adjacency pairs – as tends to happen more frequently in synchronous written environments such as Instant Messaging. The following comment made by one of the students in their end-of-course questionnaire picks this up: ‘the medium actually is not well suited to spontaneous exchange because of the time delays between speakers. The simultaneous text chat was usually much more lively and spontaneous than the real speaking.’ Not all students displayed the skills of using multiple modes at the same time; familiarization with other, similar software undoubtedly helped – several of the students were acquainted with the university’s
audiographic conferencing system used in some courses for the delivery of tutorials (see also Hampel and Hauck, 2004).

We can also envisage a user compensating for his or her perceived deficiencies in one modality (e.g., difficulties with typing or anxiety about speaking) by using another more frequently. The audio, for example, gives learners little time to rehearse their statements and can thus create anxiety, whereas the text chat allows users to reflect on their contributions. This was Frida’s comment in the student focus group: ‘I really, really hated FlashMeetings. […] I just really, really struggled to speak. I just was so nervous’. This preference for one mode over another could also be witnessed in students’ use of tools – thus some students preferred the asynchronous writing tools such as blogs over the synchronous videoconferencing environment (see also Stickler and Hampel, 2010).

6.3 Competition

Thirdly, we were able to observe competing conversations going on in the spoken mode and in the text chat. In most cases, these parallel conversations consisted of discussions of the topic in one modality and advice or comments about the technology in the other channel or greetings of latecomers and early farewells. In extract 1, for example, one of the students used the text chat to comment on the low audio volume of another student. We saw Eva using the text chat like a whiteboard (a tool which is included in FlashMeeting but which the teachers did not find sufficiently user-friendly) and extract 6 shows how students were using the pauses that occurred while she was writing to talk about the technology and even engage in social communication.

These findings illustrate how users appropriate new modes of communication to suit their own purpose and how they start developing a new culture of interaction – even in the relatively short period of five weeks in the case of this project.

7 Implications for language learning and teaching

The quantitative analysis of communication in this study has provided us with some general information about user participation. While it has shown the danger of teacher dominance in synchronous oral environments – which is also in line with research on face-to-face classrooms (Ho, 2007) – it also shows the extent to which learners used the main modes to make their meaning and indicates patterns of user preference. In contrast to Örnberg Berglund (2009) we did not find learner monologues.

The qualitative data gleaned through observation of a virtual classroom has shown the impact of a multimodal environment combining text, voice, image and live video on communication and interaction. It illustrates that the interaction that goes on in this distance learning and teaching situation reflects in many ways the discourse functions in face-to-face classroom settings – social conversations, negotiation of meaning, and off-task conversations – plus frequent conversations about technical issues such as sound problems.

At the same time, this study has confirmed that teachers and learners need to take into account the functionalities of the medium which shape the affordances of the tool and mediate the interaction between participants (see also Jepson 2005). In the case of videoconferencing, this includes being aware of whether the audio allows only
one person to speak at a time or several. As this has an impact on turn-taking, interruptions and back-channelling, learners need to know that, for example, in FlashMeeting text chat may be used as back-channel. When using text chat it makes a difference to students if entries are visible to everyone or if private messages are allowed. As Wang (2004) has shown, video conferencing is often limited by a slow refresh rate which means that body language cannot be used extensively.

While relevant for all subjects, the impact on language learners (particularly at beginner or intermediate level) of not being able to use body language can increase already present levels of language anxiety (de los Arcos 2010) and diminish the impact of social presence (Satar 2011).

In the process of using the online resources over a period of time, successful users adapt to the functionalities of the tools and transform them for their own purposes. In our exploratory study we discovered a number of strategies that learners and teachers developed. Firstly, participants used the text chat to comment on what the speaker said while at the same time not interrupting them, thus making up for the lack of being able to use body language, or to make a point while somebody else was speaking. Secondly, the text chat was used to check and confirm vocabulary by learners and teachers, following a breakdown in communication. Thirdly, because of the lack of a private communication channel, learners turned to the modality less used at a particular time for asides. Fourthly, the teachers used the text chat in the absence of a blackboard.

The modes available in multimodal online learning environments interrelate in different ways; they can complement one another, they can compensate for any real or perceived shortcomings—of the tool (Cunningham et al., 2010) or of the learner—and they can compete with one another.

8 Conclusion

We are aware of the limitations of the study. In terms of the research set-up we were using volunteers with self-perceived high CMC competence (as revealed in the pre- and post-course questionnaires, see Stickler and Hampel, 2010); and in this paper we singled out one tool which was an integral part of a complex whole. In addition, we have focused on the audio channel and text chat, have only referred briefly to the use of the video channel and have not taken into account the impact of using the voting and emoticons (although this was admittedly infrequent in our particular project). However, the findings substantiate a number of crucial observations regarding multimodal communication online and newly emerging discourse patterns in online student–teacher interaction.

Because of the additional technological mediation, online tools such as FlashMeeting cannot replicate face-to-face interaction but they offer channels of communication that can bridge physical distance (Blake 2005). Their potential for language learning lies in offering learners multiple modes for making meaning, modes which can be used simultaneously for reinforcement, or to fit in with the learners’ perceived strengths. In contrast to using telephone or written online environments as teaching media, audio and video conferencing offer a number of benefits to learners, especially in a distance setting: they allow for a combination of different modes and multiple parallel representations, thus increasing modal density (Norris, 2004) and media richness.
An online videoconferencing environment such as FlashMeeting with its multiple modalities can be used to foster language learning, catering for learner differences and preferences. For this potential to be realized, users have to acquire appropriate literacy skills, and explicit training in these strategies and coping mechanisms has to be provided to enable students as well as teachers to successfully use multimodal synchronous online tools. To communicate successfully, learners as well as teachers have to take control of tools and adapt their ways of interacting. However, more research is needed to identify the precise skills and strategies that can be taught to teachers and students in preparation for online language tutorials (see Hampel and Stickler, 2005). As Scheffel-Dunand (2006: 353) points out, ‘literacy and orality are social practices whose forms and functions correlate with context of situation, personal involvement and audience.’ This context includes the communication environment with its particular mix of modes which has an impact on how these are best used (Kenning, 2010). New patterns of communication emerge as a result, for example, the combination of modes in complex IRF exchanges. Goodfellow and Lea (2007) describe online environments as ‘sites of practice’ rather than ‘tools for interaction’. In this project, we have seen how the environment shapes interaction, how users adapt the available tools to their purposes and how different modes can be used in a complementary, compensatory and competing manner.
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